Announcement

Appointment of Associate Dean of Engineering

The School of Engineering is pleased to announce the appointment of Prof Siu Wing Cheng, Professor of the Department of Computer Science and Engineering, as Associate Dean of Engineering (Undergraduate Studies), with effect from 1 January 2016. Read More

Faculty Achievements

Faculty Achievements Recognized in SENG Research Excellence Awards 2015-16

Three outstanding faculty members have had their achievements recognized through the School of Engineering Research Excellence Awards 2015-16. Read More

Engineering Students won Global Youth Innovator Award in iCAN CES Show for Second Consecutive Year

Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering MSc students Lixie Hu, Xiaoyang Liu and Hao Lu, supervised by Prof Yi-Kuen Lee, won the Global Youth Innovator Award for their De-snore project at the 2016 iCAN Consumer Electronics Show (CES) held in Las Vegas, US on 6-9 January 2016. Read More

Student Achievements

PhD Research Excellence Recognized in SENG Awards

Two recent graduates have been named the recipients of the School of Engineering PhD Research Excellence Awards 2015-16. The awardees are Dr Langston Wai Leung Suen, 2015 graduate from the Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, and Dr Edwin Chi Yan Tso, 2015 graduate from the Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering. Read More

Academic Excellence

Three SENG Faculty Members Appointed to Named Professorships

Three of the School of Engineering’s leading academics have recently been awarded the prestigious named professorships in HKUST’s Named Professorship Program, which honors eminent faculty and recognizes donor supporters of the University. A total of eight professorships were conferred at the third inauguration ceremony of named professorships held on March 9. Read More

Global Engagement

HKUST and CentraleSupélec of France Signed an Academic Cooperation for Dual Degree in Engineering

The School of Engineering and CentraleSupélec, a leading French institute of science and technology and founding member of the University Paris-Saclay, have established an academic cooperation that will allow students to simultaneously earn a dual degree in engineering from both institutions. Read More

Industry Collaboration

MAE Department Received State-of-the-Art Equipment Donation from Beijing Jingdiao

SENG Introduces Three New MSc Programs

Faculty Achievements Recognized in SENG Research Excellence Awards 2015-16

Prof Guohua Chen Elected AIChE Fellow

Prof Guohua Chen, Head and Professor of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, was elected Fellow of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE), the organization’s highest grade of membership which recognizes service to the profession and significant professional accomplishment. Read More

Prof Huamin Qu Received Merit Award in APICTA Awards 2015

Prof Huamin Qu, Computer Science and Engineering, received the Merit Award in the e-Learning category of the Asia Pacific ICT Alliance (APICTA) Awards 2015 held in Sri Lanka for his work on Visual Analysis of Massive Open Online Courses (VisMOOC). Read More

Alumni Connections

HKUST Celebrated 25th Anniversary in San Francisco

HKUST organized a highly-successful global alumni reunion in San Francisco on February 13, 2016, drawing over 150 alumni, friends, faculty and students to an inspiring seminar followed by an enjoyable dinner. The event was co-organized
The School of Engineering is introducing three new Master of Science (MSc) programs, namely MSc in Big Data Technology, MSc in Aeronautical Engineering and MSc in International Air Transport Operations Management. Read More

Upcoming Event

hackUST 2016

hackUST is a 24-hour coding event where programmers, designers, engineers, entrepreneurs come together for 2 days to turn their boldest ideas into reality. It is open to all university students in Hong Kong. This year hackUST is based on the themes of:

1) Mobile Gaming - Sponsored by Madhead
2) FinTech - Sponsored by Bank of East Asia
3) WomenTech - Sponsored by Google
4) Any other creative ideas - Sponsored by Microsoft Read More

RPg Summer Camp for Elite Students 2016

The Summer Camp for Elite Students is open for senior undergraduate students and master's students who demonstrate outstanding qualities of academic performance, research potential, and communication skills. This exciting Summer Camp is a combination of leadership training session, research talks, lab tours, industry visits, interactive activities as well as off campus sight-seeing. It gives participants the opportunity to explore their research interest and have diversity exposure. Read More

Alumni Achievements

Alumnus Ir Dr Derrick Pang Received Young Industrialist Award of Hong Kong 2015

2014 Civil Engineering PhD alumnus Ir Dr Derrick Pang was awarded the Young Industrialist Award of Hong Kong (YIAH) 2015 by the Federation of Hong Kong Industries for his contribution to the industry and society. Read More

Women in Engineering

Alumni Series: Women in Engineering – meet Andrea Villaroman

Andrea Villaroman is the first undergraduate student from the US in the Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering at HKUST, graduating in 2013. She is now working in the University of California, San Francisco as Clinical Research Coordinator and Project Manager. Read More